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The University of Dayton
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Oct • 16 , 19 91
Contact: Teri Rizvi

CO-INVENTOR OF JET ENGINE
TO SHARE WORLD'S LARGEST ENGINEERING PRIZE
DAYTON, Ohio -- It's the world's largest award for
engineering--equivalent, some say, to the Nobel Prize.
In February, Hans von Ohain, co-inventor of the jet engine
and a senior research engineer in the University of Dayton
Research Institute, will share the $375,000 1991 Charles stark
Draper Prize with Sir Frank Whittle.

Whittle took out the first

patent on a turbojet engine concept in 1930, but it was on August
27, 1939, at Marienhe Airfield on the Baltic Sea that von Chain's
engine powered history's first flight of a jet aircraft.
"I was frankly very surprised to receive the award," said
von Ohain in a telephone interview from Melboune, Fla., near Cape
Canaveral where he now lives most of the year.

"Today, we have

so much wonderful new work in the field of computers and
electronics.

I thought they (judges for the National Academy of

Engineering) would go more into that young area."
The almost-simultaneous development of the jet engine stands
as one of history's most uncanny examples of independent
invention, according to the National Academy of Engineering
(NAE).
-more-
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Von Ohain:
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"To imagine today's world without the jet engine

lS

almost

impossible, and to lmaglne the jet engine without Whittle and von
Ohain certainly is," said Robert M. White, president of the NAE.
"Few engineering achievements ln history can compare to the work
of these two men."
Named after the father of modern inertial guidance systems,
the award, von Ohain said, "does for engineering what the Nobel
Prizes do for outstanding scientific achievements."
Von Ohain, a quiet man who shuns the public spotlight, said
he's happy to receive the honor in his lifetime and hopes the
prize inspires future generations of engineers:

"You see

wonderful painters whose pictures today sell for millions, but
during their lives they almost starved to death. Young engineers
should hurry with new things so they are rewarded in their
lifetimes."
-30EDITOR'S NOTE: Hans von Ohain will be back in Dayton in midDecember. To arrange interviews, contact Teri Rizvi at (513)
229-3241 or Douglas Wolford at the National Academy of
Engineering at (202) 334-1562. Von Ohain and Whittle will
receive the Charles stark Draper Prize in Washington, D.C., on
Feb. 18 as part of National Engineers Week.
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Highe:r; faste:r; smoothervon Ohain's dream became reality
on an August dawn 50 years ago

ans von Ohain visibly shud-

ders when he recalls his first
ride in an airplane.
· ··
"The propellers made a horrendous noise. The airplane rattled because
· it had piston engines. You couldn't even talk
to your neighbo~ It was nor:· he said with
a wry smile, "as romantic as I thought it
would be"
·
Von Ohain, then a 21-year-old graduate
student in physics ar Germany's University
of Goettingen, envisioned designing a
propellerless plane that could fly higher,
faster and smoother by using a gas turbine
engine rather than piston ones.
Right before World War II broke out, he
turned his vision into reality.
Von Ohain, a senior research engineer in
the University ofDayron Research Institute,
designed the engine used in the first
turbojet-powered flight 50 years aga He was
just 2 7 years old.
"I thought, What could be done to create
a stea<jy, smooth, non-vibratQl}' PToc~ fQT
flying?' I felt what one needed was a steadyflow process instead of piston engines. I
thought flying should be elegant.
"When you're a young physics student;'
he said with a chuckle, "you have intellectual arrogance. Even though you have the
-j~ffM• IIrr
idea, you're far from flying~
Hans von Ohain, now a researcher at the University ofDayron Research Institute, reflects on a model of the first jet plane to flyOne other man shared von Ohain's the results of his research of .a half century ago.
vision. Working independently in England,
The engine's combusto~ where fuel is
Frank Whittle, a Royal Air Force officer, of the dreams were overshadowed by the need industrial suppon and facilities. You
can't do something like this out of your own added to compressed air and ignited to
received a patent on a jet engine design in war and political happenings~
1930, but the British Air Ministry blocked
Adolf Hitler, who initially opposed the pocket: He wrote a wonderful recommen- form gases that drive the turbine, needed
refinement before the engine could be
its development for so long that the engine development of the jet engine, brought in jet dation letter for me to Heinkel~
was not tested until 1941. So the world's bombers toward the end of the war-too late
That letter sparked Heinkel's imagina- installed in Heinkel's airplane.
"We used a pressure cooker used to boil
first jet-powered flight took place at dawn to prevent Gennany's coll.apse 1 was uneasy tion, and he offered von Ohain the job of
on August 27, 1939, near Wamemunde, with Hitle( said von Ohain, who once chief of jet engine development at the potatoes to test the combusto~· von Ohain
Germany, on the Baltic coast
described shaking hands with the German Heinkel-Hirth Corp. "My guardian angel said. "We boiled gasoline and used the
Although von Ohain is credited with the dictator as akin to clasping a dead fish.
led me to Heinke~ von Ohain said "I chose steam for the combustor-that's probably
first flying engine. he and Whittle share
Von Ohain didn't need the Third Reich as Heinkel because I didn't want to go to the not consistent with today's standards of
honors for its invention. It is fitting that an advocate. He only needed Ernst Heinkel, people who built engines. Those engines safety, but we had our own safety ideas.
"It
he conceded, "a little bit crazy:·
around the 50th anniversary of the first flight, a German airplane manufacturer who grew with pistons," he said, ~had no kinship
the two men will be honored in Dayron, "the fascinated-and obsessed-with von Ohain's with aerodynamics~
At the time, most people thought the idea
Even von Ohain marvels at his youthful of a plane without propellers was crazy. Von
birthplace of aviation~ during a one-day concept of jet propulsion. Von Ohain used
national celebration. The Dayton-Cincinnati Heinkel's airstrip for the test flight
confidence: "I didn't even consider any pos- Ohain's successful test flight not only
section of the American Institute of Aeronau"He was a crazy man who wanted to fly sibility offailure. At that time. I was a little changed their minds-it changed aviation
tics and Astronautics will host a symposium very fast;' said von Ohain. "He was totally too impatient. I thought only of success:· history. After WWD. the US. Army Air Corps
on August 23 that will feature presentations unconventional, a futurist I thought it was he said. "Today, whenever I have a new recruited von Ohain to work at Wright Field
a perfect match.
by the pioneers of jet engine flight
thought, I think of potential failure because in the area of propulsion and energy He
Von Ohain recalls that first flight as though
"Besides his plant was near the Baltic Sea, I don't want to overlook anything. When retired in 1979 as chief scientist of both the
it happened last summer instead of half a and I could have a sailboa~ von Ohain said, you're an old man, you can't play like a Aerospace Research laboratories and the Air
century aga "It was fantastic~ he said. "It was hinting broadly that his dreams of young man:'
Force Aero Propulsion laboratory. Today, he
a totally new experience (in flight). The pilot improving aviation did not occupy every
When von Ohain put together a "beau- devotes one day a week to research activities
told us that there was no vibration, no shaking' wakinghou~
tifully functional and psychologically in UD's Research Institute.
The day von Ohain made history could be
Before Heinkel offered von Ohain a posi- convincing demonstration" of the engine
What do the rMXt SO~ hold for aviation?
described as a postcard-perfect day, almost tion, the youth gave his sketches of the using hydrogen as fuel in 1937, Heinkel
"Speed and space," answered von Ohain.
deceptively calm. "The sky was such a dark engine to an auto mechanic who built a upped his salary to 500 marks-about
"There is no question in my mind, absoblue Those days were Mother Nature's most model. "My physics professor allowed me $120-a month and urged him to v.urk out lutely no question, that future generations wiU
beautiful days.
to put my model, for testing purposes, in any bugs and make the engine airwonhy. use space for peaceful pu~ he said.
"Then there was the invasion of Germany the university's courtyard; von Ohain said
"To him, the test engine didn't mean
"All the prospects will become not
into 1\:Jlan~ he said quietly. his ~ clouding "The first one was a great disappointment much." von Ohain explained. "It 'was a dreams, but reality:'
with the me.mory. "The loudspeaker continu- Big flames shot out the back of it. It wasn't promise, not a fulfillment The fulfillment
ally blared The contrast was so strange. All self-supponing. My professor said, 'You for him was to fly.'
-Teri Rizvi

was:·

